Influence of bond lengths between substituents and mother molecule on spectral properties of pyrazoloquinolines.
Absorption and luminescent spectra of several new synthesized pyrazolo-quinoline possessing different substituents are studied. Absorption spectra of all the considered compounds possess five relatively strong absorption bands at about 430, 320, 270, 253 and about 230 nm. A correlation between the bond lengths between the substituent molecule and mother molecule with the observed spectral shifts was found. Theoretical spectra obtained within semi-empirical quantum chemical AM1 calculation methods seem to be more widened compared to the experimental ones due to electron-vibration interactions. However generally a good coincidence between spectral positions between experimental and calculated spectral peak positions was achieved. The corresponding experimental spectra have an absorption edges situated at about 430 nm which appears in fairly good agreement with quantum chemical simulations, namely for absorption spectra calculated by semi-empirical AM1-method. The red shifts in the experimental luminescence spectra are a consequence of electron-vibration interactions which increase with the effective radius and polarizabilities of the particular substituents.